BEXHILL STEELWORKS

Farm Gates
& Fencing
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES
www.farmgatesfencing.co.uk

NO PAYPAL ACCOUNT NEEDED
Usual delivery 7-10 days
PRICES EX VAT

01424 844702 or 07971 882241
sales@farmgatesfencing.co.uk
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From £77.00
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From £67.00

Galvanised 7 Bar Metal Field Gate with
D-Loop Fastening

Galvanised 7 Bar Metal Field Gate with
Spring Bolt Fastening

A superior seven rail metal field gate with D-loop fastening.

A superior seven rail metal field gate with spring bolt fastening.

The punched hole bracing gives this popular mid range gate
superior strength to last in the field or farm.

The punched hole bracing gives this popular mid range gate
superior strength to last in the field or farm.

This hot dip galvanised gate is suitable for use with most
livestock.

This hot dip galvanised gate is suitable for use with most
livestock.

0.9m - 4.8m length gates available.

0.9m - 4.8m length gates available.

50 x 50mm rectangular hollow section hang style.

50 x 50mm rectangular hollow section hang style.

50 x 25mm rectangular hollow section latch style.

50 x 25mm rectangular hollow section latch style.

Sleeved eye holes.

Sleeved eye holes.

Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER

Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER

From £269.00

Galvanised 7 Bar Metal Gate Pair
Seven rail hot dip galvanised field gates with pre drilled top rail
for padlockable throw over.
Fully welded with prefixed drop bolt plus sleeved eye holes and
hole punched bracing.

From £POA

Galvanised Half Mesh Gates Spring Bolt
Fastening
A five rail metal gate with 75mm square mesh covering the
lower half - with spring bolt fastening.
The ideal gate for containing lambs and small dogs.

Total gate widths 3660mm/12ft right up to 9150mm/30ft.

Channel or rectangular hollow section hang style.

Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER

Widths 1830mm/6ft right up to 4575mm/15ft.
Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER
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From £POA

Galvanised Half Mesh Gates D-Loop
Fastening
A five rail metal gate with 75mm square mesh covering the
lower half - with D-loop fastening.
The ideal gate for containing lambs and small dogs.
Channel or rectangular hollow section hang style.
Widths 1830mm/6ft right up to 4575mm/15ft.
Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER
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From £104.00

Metal Yard Gate Sliding Bolt - Galvanised
A premier, immensely strong six rail metal yard gate - with
sliding bolt fastening.
The flat bracing and large tube make this an exceptional gate.
A very popular field gate.
50 x 50 end style.
Widths 915mm/3ft right up to 4575mm/15ft.
Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER

From £POA

New Forde Gate D-Loop - Galvanised
The New Forde Gate is a heavy duty 6 railed field gate which
can also be utilised for light penning duties such as calving
boxes.
50 x 50mm sleeved hanging stile.
48.3mm o/d top and bottom rails.
38mm o/d intermediates.
1143mm high.
Widths 915mm/3ft right up to 4575mm/15ft.
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Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER

From £105.00

5 Rail Cattle Yard Gate Sliding Bolt Galvanised
The 5 rail cattle yard gate is a strong gate suitable for use in
open dairy cattle yards.
Supplied as standard with keyhole/pendulum sliding bolt and
sleeved 50x50mm box section hanging stile.
Top and bottom rails are 48.3mm o/d whilst the intermediates
are 44.5mm o/d. 1143 high.
Sizes: 610mm-4880mm / 2ft-16ft
Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER

From £178.00

£POA

Meshed Deer / Security Gate 1.8m High

Metal Barrier Gate 4.57m c/w posts

Meshed security gates - galvanised.

Extra wide metal barrier gate - galvanised.

Fully meshed and supplied with a padlockable sliding bolt
as standard. These gates are universal so may be hung left or
right.

114.3mm dia round metal posts inverted top hinge hanging
post.

Sizes: 1200mm (4ft) / 3050mm (10ft) / 3600mm (12ft)

Padlockable sliding latch.

114.3mm dia round slotted latch posts.
Hot dip galvanised.
Other lengths available 2.4m, 3.05m, 3.6m and 6.1m.
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Compatible with our HYDRAULIC GATE CLOSER

£399.00

Kissing Gate - Galvanised

Bridle Gate In Frame - 6 Rail Galvanised

Kissing gates are a common site in the English countryside and
are used for public access within a fence line.

1540mm wide x 1220mm high supplied in one unit, for added
strength and ease of installation.

The benefit of using a kissing gate over a stile is access is easier
for the less mobile and ramblers with dogs.

The standard gate has a fitted self closing mechanism, this can
be ordered without if required.

A very strong galvanised system.

An extended handle enables easy opening from horseback, and
a lower handle for wheelchair users.

Made from 40mm galvanised steel this product could
potentially last a lifetime.
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£288.00

Simple to install, the framework bolts the system together to
prevent any post movement while the gate self closes against
the frame.

Galvanised finish, price includes posts.

£410.00

Bridle Gate In Frame - 5 Rail Galvanised With
Part Meshed Base

4 Rail Fully Meshed Gate - Sliding Bolt Galvanised - Right Handed

1540mm wide x 1220mm high supplied in one unit, for added
strength and ease of installation.

Fully meshed gate fitted keyhole/pendulum sliding bolt. A box
section hanging and slam stile are complimented with all the
rails being 44.5mm o/d tube and clad with 75 x 75mm mesh.

The standard gate has a fitted self closing mechanism, this can
be ordered without if required.
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£POA

Height 1143mm.

An extended handle enables easy opening from horseback, and
a lower handle for wheelchair users.

Spring bolts and adjustable eyes supplied loose.

Galvanised finish, price includes posts.

Sizes: 610mm-4880mm / 2ft-16ft

Special slam post required.

£POA

4 Rail Fully Meshed Gate - Sliding Bolt Galvanised - Left Handed
Fully meshed gate fitted keyhole/pendulum sliding bolt. A box
section hanging and slam stile are complimented with all the
rails being 44.5mm o/d tube and clad with 75 x 75mm mesh.
Height 1143mm.
Spring bolts and adjustable eyes supplied loose.
Special slam post required.
Sizes: 610mm-4880mm / 2ft-16ft
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£POA

8 Rail Premier Gate - Spring Bolt
Double braced field gate ideal for use where extra height is
required. Sleeved box section hanging stile and spring bolt are
standard features.
All horizontal rails are 44.5mm diameter tube.
Height 1525mm / 5ft.
Sizes: 610mm-4880mm / 2ft-16ft

£POA

Buxton Sheeted Metal Gate - Sliding Bolt
Fastening - Galvanised

Wheeled Cattle Hurdle - Hook & Chain
Fastening - Galvanised

Ideal for use in exposed positions, this heavy duty (any hand) 4
railed sheeted gate.

Ideal for situations where a temporary/moveable barrier is
required.

50 x 50mm box section frame.

Height 1605mm.

50 x 30mm box section infills and sleeved hanging stile. Clad
to one face with pre-galvanised sheet and fitted keyhole/
pendulum type sliding bolt.

Complete with hook and chain fastenings.

Height 1270mm.
CLICK FOR
WEBSITE

Suitable for any cattle breed.
25mm eyes - supplied loose.
Sizes: 610mm-4880mm / 2ft-16ft
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£POA

Sizes: 3660-4575mm / 12-15ft

£POA

£275.00

10 Rail Metal Deer Gate - Sliding Bolt
Fastening - Galvanised

Gatemaster Hydraulic Gate Closer
& Hinge Kit

Height 1860mm.

This hydraulic APS closer safely and reliably closes gates
weighing up to 120kg, and requires no power.

20mm eyes - supplied loose.
Sizes: 610mm-4880mm / 2ft-16ft

It is discreetly mounted and welded underneath the gate,
concealed within a vandal resistant steel case. It also acts as
a load bearing lower hinge, and may be used for left or right
handed gates.
Adjustable closing speed using the special key provided. The
latching speed can be set separately.
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The top bracket is fully adjustable, allowing the gate to be
correctly positioned after installation.
Gate may be opened both ways if required.
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The APSSTOP kit utilises a built-in stop hinge to prevent the
gate opening beyond 100°.

From £POA

Universal Iroko Hardwood Gate - 5 Bar

Universal Softwood Gate - 5 Bar

The double cross-bracing gives this wooden 5 bar gate it’s
distinctive style, commonly seen around the countryside and
farm.

The double cross-bracing gives this wooden 5 bar gate it’s
distinctive style, commonly seen around the countryside and
farm. The tapered top rail is designed to reduce the pressure on
the hanging stile.

The tapered top rail is designed to reduce the pressure on the
hanging stile.
Available in both right and left hand hanging. They can be
hung as a single leaf or alternatively a combination for wider
entrances.
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Iroko - The premier hardwood, with the appearance and
qualities of teak. Planed and sanded mid brown finish. Much
lighter in weight than that of Oak and Keruing, reducing the
pressure being put on the fittings and head stock. No treatment
required, although a coating of teak oil annually will help
maintain its natural colour.
Sizes: 0.9 - 3.6m left or right hanging.
Compatible with our GATE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
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From £97.75

Can be hung as a single leaf or alternatively a combination for
wider entrances.
A high specification gate made from kiln dried Scandinavian
Redwood with a top quality semi-planed all over finish.
The hanging stile is 125mm x 75mm with a 75mm x 75mm
closing stile and a 100mm x 75mm top rail.
Height to top of hanging stile is 47ins, height to top of top rail is
44ins Standard sizes range from 0.9m to 3.66m
Pressure treated with Tanalith E in a natural wood, these gates
are ideal for an entrance gate, and strong enough for a field gate.
Posts & fittings also required.
Sizes: 0.9 - 4.5m left or right hanging.
Compatible with our GATE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

£255.00

Universal Softwood Gate Kit 3.6m - 5 Bar

Yeoman Softwood Gate Kit 3.6m - 5 Bar

A high quality treated softwood 5 bar gate kit. This product is
exceptionally good value and very popular gate for field, farm
and entrance.

Gate Kit Includes:

Gate Kit Includes:
1 x 3.6m wide x 1.2m tall softwood gate
1 x 2.4m x 175 x 175mm four way weathered post
1 x 2.1m x 175 x 175mm four way weathered post
1 x 600mm adjustable hanging kit - galvanised
1 x spring catch set - galvanised.
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£POA

All gate posts are now UC4 timber which comes with a 15 years
desired life.
Compatible with our GATE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

1 x 3.6m softwood Yeoman 5 bar entrance gate
1 x galvanised fittings
2 x 2.4m x 175mm x 175mm UC4 four way weathered posts
Left or right hanging.
Compatible with our GATE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

£999.00

Cleft Chestnut Wood Fencing - 87 metres
For additional barbed wire or mesh panel please call us.

£34.95

Wooden Gate Hinge/Hanging Set
600mm Galvanised
A 600mm adjustable hinge set, complete with bolt and drive to
hang a gate.
Suitable for gates 2.4m - 4.2m to be used with wooden posts.
Also shown is a ‘spring catch set’ to close the gate. (Please note
the price is for the hinge set only shown in the picture on the left.)
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From £POA

Yeoman Softwood Wooden Gate - 5 Bar

Standalone Dogway

Manufactured by Wheelwrights in years gone by, the Yeoman
still remains the premier 5 bar entrance gate to enhance any
property.

The Dogway is made from recycled plastic and timber with
Galvanised steel brackets.

This gate can be hung on its own, single leaf, left or
righthanded, or as a pair in any combination.

The handle for the latch is easy to use from either side and the
latch is light to lift.

For example - a 3.0 metre for car access with a 1.2m pedestrian
access.
Sizes: 0.9 - 3.6m.
Left or right hanging.
Compatible with our GATE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
CLICK FOR
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£POA

Height is 1-2m and 500mm wide post to post.

The Standalone Dogway is designed to fit in the fenceline
alongside a stile.

£44.95

£54.95

Slotted Post 114.3mm O.D.
Galvanised

Hanging Post 114.3mm O.D.
Galvanised

Galvanised steel slotted post.

Galvanised steel post.

14.3mm (4.5”) diameter galvanised steel
slotted post to suit our range of metal
gates with a S-bolt fastening.

114.3mm (4.5”) overall diameter,
galvanised steel hanging post to suit our
range of metal gates.

£23.95

Metal Gate Fixing Kit
Includes all the fixings needed to hang
and close our range of metal gates on
wooden posts.
Includes:
1 x Hinge hook to bolt
1 x Hinge hook to drive
1 x large auto catch
2 x 75mm coach screw
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£14.95

Simple Drop Over Frame
Galvanised steel.

£35.85

Ground Socket
114.4mm O.D. x 0.61m
Designed to make the gate post
removable, ideally suited to the dual
slotted latch post, the removal enabling
large machinery to pass.
Simple installation - just excavate and
concrete in.
Hot dip galvanised finish.
114.4mm o.d.
610mm long.
3mm thick.
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All ground sockets come with a
removable lid enabling the socket to
be blocked off once the post has been
removed.

£14.95

Bolt-On Drop Bolt
Galvanised steel.

£9.99

K POST Mix - Rapid Setting
Concrete 20kg

Gravity Catch To Fix In
Concrete - Galvanised

K POST is a rapid setting concrete for
securing metal, wood and concrete posts
and is now available in showerproof 20kg
sacks.

Galvanised steel.

Suitable for use on fences, decking,
gazebos etc.
Ready to use.
No mixing is required.
Application is in 3 easy steps.
Sets in 5 to 10 minutes.
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£29.95

Finished job within hours.
New showerproof, tough packaging
benefits:- Store on-site in all weathers No need to cover - Stronger more durable
20kg sacks - Reduces waste and damage Non-slip bag - Cleaner and safer handling.

£38.95

Padlockable Heavy Duty
Drop Over Frame For Gate
Pairs - Galvanised
Galvanised steel.

£9.99

£41.95

Hook on Hinge Plate
Galvanised

Gate Post - UC4 Treated
Redwood

Includes all the fixings needed to hang
and close our range of metal gates on
wooden posts. 100x100x5mm. 19mm
diameter hook.

2.1m 175 x 175mm treated UC4 timber
gate post with a pyramid top.

£14.99

Spring Catch Set
Galvanised steel.

Includes:
1 x Hinge hook to bolt
1 x Hinge hook to drive
1 x large auto catch
2 x 75mm coach screw
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£14.95

Padlockable Garage Drop
Bolt
Galvanised steel.
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BEXHILL STEELWORKS

Farm Gates
& Fencing

BEXHILL STEELWORKS

BEXHILL STEELWORKS

MATERIALS & SUPPLIES

Key clamp
fittings at
great prices!

Top quality
metal parts

www.farmgatesfencing.co.uk

www.keyclamphandrails.co.uk

www.ironfinials.co.uk

t: 01424 844702 or 07971 882241
e: sales@farmgatesfencing.co.uk
Bexhill Steelworks Limited
Unit 3, Breadsell Farm
St Leonards-on-Sea TN38 8EB
Registered in England:
Company No. 05368388, VAT No. 850735425
Terms & Conditions
Our Terms & Conditions are simple: you pay us & we
promise to deliver exactly what you have ordered.
Return/Cancellation Policy
Any faulty item must be returned within 7 days of receipt
and will be replaced free of charge. Any non faulty item
must be returned within 7 days of receipt and monies
will be refunded minus a 20% administration fee.
Delivery Policy
Gates are £25 per consignment for mainland UK.
Parts only are £10 per consignment for mainland UK.
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FREE delivery on orders over £250.

